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Introduction

 

Knowledge resources exist everywhere within organiza-
tions and communities. There is great hope that in addi-
tion to formalized and standardized resources that these
collectivities regularly use (e.g., databases, standard
operating procedures, and software processes), other
knowledge resources can similarly be tapped. However,
the expertise of an organization or the everyday commu-

nication flows among people may be harder to describe
and systematize. Yet, such resources are critical to
include within a collective memory framework.

 

1

 

The work described here investigates the collabora-
tive mechanisms and architectures that could enable
informal flows of information and communication to be
included within collective memory and knowledge man-
agement systems. In this paper, we use the term “infor-
mal” in the computer science sense. It is not that this
information is less valuable. Instead, we simply mean
that informal information is more difficult to describe,
evaluate, and systematize than other information. For
example, problem-solving communication among prod-
uct engineers is often critical as production nears. Com-
putational support for this type of communication (and
any learning that accrues to it or from it) is substantially
different than the support required for data mining. In
this, we follow Shipman and McCall [1] in their call for
augmenting and supporting informal information flows.
The act of collecting and disseminating informal infor-
mation is a natural starting point for the iterative, evolu-
tionary process of transforming informal information to
working knowledge.

From a user-centered viewpoint, the problem of dis-
tributed help demonstrates the power of including infor-
mal information; distributed help displays many features
of a collective memory problem. In general, many user
communities have a problem with delivering help and
user assistance, but this problem becomes especially
acute in distributed communities. For example, astro-
physics users are spread across the world, there are sel-
dom many of them in one site, and they may have need
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of relatively specialized help. Unfortunately, an astro-
physicist is often left to sift through reams of documen-
tation, find his way through mail archives, or pursue
answers through trial and error. Normally, one attempts
to examine the documentation or other help sources, and
if there are others using the same software, one can wan-
der out into a hallway in search of friendly colleagues. 

For an astrophysicist, the problem is obtaining suf-
ficient information to continue the task. For the user, a
duality exists between the problem of help and the use
of collective memory. Within an organization or com-
munity, individuals’ information seeking requires find-
ing the right part of the collective memory. Typically,
collective memories include information repositories
(e.g., information databases, filing cabinets, and docu-
ments). It can also include people (e.g., other organiza-
tional personnel) [2]. The collective memory to which a
user has access includes at least the documentation, the
system programmers, and his colleagues. However, the
user may have great trouble finding the right piece of the
collective memory that has the answer he needs. In other
words, his access to the collective memory should be
augmented. Some of that access will be to formalized
information (such as to documentation or other knowl-
edge sources); however, some of that access must also
be to informal information (such as appropriate exper-
tise or organizational work-arounds)

The distributed help problem, then, suggests the
utility of three types of support for informal information
in a collective memory:

 

•

 

Including human resources (i.e., people) in a col-
lective memory

 

. Our view is that collective memory
should not be restricted to static repositories. Infor-
mation technology can support organizational
memory in two ways, either by making recorded
knowledge retrievable or by making individuals
with knowledge accessible. Our emphasis here is on
supporting both to form a dynamic enabler of orga-
nizational and community processes.

 

•

 

Incorporating communication flows.

 

 While other
research efforts (e.g., [3]) focus on finding the cor-
rect person to answer a query, our emphasis here is
on augmenting existing social mechanisms using a
variety of computer-mediated communication
(CMC) facilities. People already use bulletin board,
chat, email distribution lists, and other CMC mech-

anisms to seek information. These social mecha-
nisms have a long history of providing useful
information support, but have not been fully incor-
porated into a collective memory framework.

 

•

 

Reducing the information in a collective memory to
manageable proportions

 

. For a collective memory,
we are primarily interested in distilling captured
information into useful knowledge. Too often, users
cannot cope with the vast amounts of material
(some extraneous to the topic) that occur with infor-
mal communication flows. We would like to find
ways to boil this information down into manageable
amounts.

Meeting these basic requirements requires attention
to the issues of 

 

graceful escalation

 

 and 

 

collaborative
refining

 

 of answers (described fully below). We report
here on the technical mechanisms required for this sup-
port for informal information. In this paper, we describe
two Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
systems, the Cafe ConstructionKit and the Collaborative
Refinery. These systems provide different facilities for
collective memory: The Cafe ConstructionKit augments
the social network using CMC facilities to more easily
obtain informal information, while the Collaborative
Refinery helps distill informal information once it has
been collected. We also report on an application that
uses these two systems. Answer Garden 2 (AG2) is pre-
sented here to demonstrate the utility of both underlying
systems in constructing a useful organizational memory
application.

The paper begins with the two underlying systems.
The Cafe ConstructionKit is briefly described (having
been also briefly described elsewhere), and the Collabo-
rative Refinery is presented in detail. We then follow a
detailed description of the AG2 application, highlighting
why it is an important application for organizational
memory, as well as how useful the two underlying sys-
tems were in its construction. The paper concludes with
a description of similar systems and with a summary.

 

Cafe ConstructionKit: a Toolkit for Sociality

 

In the old days, we used to sit all in one room
around the Mini. Everyone knew what was going
on. If I had a problem, I could just ask. Now we all
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sit in our separate offices [with workstations] and
no one talks. … — Astrophysicist.

The Cafe ConstructionKit (CafeCK) is a CSCW
toolkit for supporting sociality and information use in
collaborative environments [4]. CafeCK was designed
to simplify the construction of applications such as
information filters, locator services, digital libraries, and
other CSCW projects. The toolkit can be used to add a
variety of CMC and information components, such as
information retrieval mechanisms, email readers, bulle-
tin boards, synchronous talk, and socially constructed
spaces, to many applications.

To do this, CafeCK provides a set of reusable
objects that include message transport for asynchronous
and synchronous communication (including a Zephyr-
like chat system, NetNews, and email), parsing for a
variety of semi-structured protocols, private and public
channels for narrowcast communication, message fil-
ters, user interfaces, and message retrieval by a variety
of semi-structured methods. An application writer
selects from these components, and after adding a small
“glue” layer, can create a set of distributed processes to
handle information retrieval, information access, or
electronic communications.

CafeCK is implemented in C++, Tcl, and Tk. Tcl
serves as glue between the computational objects
(Fig. 1); each object exports a number of Tcl verbs that
allow it to be used by an application writer. By selecting
from the set of available components (or by extending
it) and by writing a simple Tcl program, an application
writer can create a set of distributed processes to handle
information retrieval, information access, or electronic
communications (Fig. 2). By configuring the objects and
providing the suitable Tcl program, 

 

any

 

 application can
include the functionality of bulletin boards, chat sys-
tems, and electronic mail filters. 

Because of this, CafeCK has an open architecture,
unlike many information retrieval systems. It has a truly
distributed architecture, where application writers can
“snap together” applications. Unlike client-server archi-
tectures (e.g., that of Lotus Notes), CafeCK enables
applications with many processes spread over many pro-
cessors. The utility of this will be shown below with the
Answer Garden 2 application. 

CafeCK, in summary, augments the social network
by providing mechanisms for routing and handling
flows of communication and their informal information.
The Collaborative Refinery system provides mecha-
nisms for distilling that informal information once it is
obtained for later use. Collaborative Refinery is
described next.

 

Collaborative Refinery: Refining a Memory 
Repository

 

On  my she lves  were  tons  of  unwinnowed
material… . In the present shape it was of little use
to me or to the world. Facts were too scattered;
indeed, mingled and hidden as they were in huge
masses of debris, the more one had of them the
worse. …To find a way to the gold of this amalgam
… was the first thing to be done (Bancroft [5],
1891, p. 135).

The Collaborative Refinery (Co-Refinery) provides
mechanisms for handling individual and joint informa-
tion spaces. Central to the Co-Refinery is the ability to
individually and collaboratively view and manipulate
information collections. It is especially useful in situa-
tions where an individual or group wants to refine and
distill collections of materials such as shared artifacts,
Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) lists, discussion list

Tcl/Tk
interpretor

Channels Memory Access
Controls

Tcl
operators

TransportEngine

TransportMechanisms

Public
Private

External
Short-term

InformationObject
Message Object
Constructed Object
Translators

Fig. 1. Tcl as the “glue” mechanism in CafeCK
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digests, and the like. The system will be described
extensively below, using FAQ creation as its example. 

 

The Collaborative Refining Process

 

The Co-Refinery system supports an authoring process
that includes four general activities: collecting, culling,
organizing, and distilling. We assume that any of these
activities, as well as authoring, may be done iteratively
or in any order. Each activity is clearly important,
although the major research contribution here is the sup-
port for collaborative distilling:

 

•

 

Collecting

 

 is the phase in which information is
gathered. In Co-Refinery, automatic collecting can
be set up for information streams such as Usenet,
synchronous chat channels, or distribution lists. In
addition, manual collecting allows individual items
to be submitted through the system directly or by e-
mail. Collecting places items into an archive for
later use in creating the FAQ. 

For example, for a FAQ about the Java user inter-
face toolkit, one might wish to collect a set of
Usenet threads about bugs and features of the vari-
ous user interface components.

 

•

 

After collecting the material, one must cull the col-
lection for interesting material, and the lesser mate-
rial must be discarded or ignored. 

 

Culling

 

 is a
selection mechanism, identifying themes or threads
that occur within a collection. A sizable reduction
of material may be possible through culling the col-
lection, making subsequent organizing and distill-
ing easier. Culling reduces the apparent size of the
archive, although in our current implementation,
items are unreferenced rather than deleted. 

In the FAQ example, one might wish to cull out
off-topic messages or messages without responses.

 

•

 

Organizing

 

 allows one to group materials according
to some classification schemes so to enhance their

retrievability and understandability. Our current
prototype relies heavily on outlining, user-defined
indexing, and keyword indexing, but other classifi-
cation mechanisms are clearly possible. In Co-
Refinery, retrievability is enhanced by making the
culled subset a fully identifiable element in the col-
lection. In this way, organizing results in an addi-
tion to the collection.

Using the Java FAQ example, one might organize
message threads about the same user interface com-
ponents together.

 

•

 

The most important part of refining is 

 

distilling

 

 —
boiling down the existing (and culled) materials in
order to uncover the answers or knowledge. As with
chemical or liquor distilling, the results should be a
more concentrated or concise form of the original
information. Creating or editing a summary or syn-
opsis, for example, removes much of the tedious
work of wading through extraneous or erroneous
information. 

Distilling is described further in the next section.

 

Distillates

 

The result of distilling is a 

 

distillate

 

. Our major empha-
sis has been on providing support for users to distill and
refine the material, and so Co-Refinery generally pro-
vides intermediately processed material that can then be
edited or authored more easily. The system currently
supports a number of sample distillates. One useful
intermediate distillate consists of merely concatenating
selected Usenet messages. This allows an author/editor
to further prune the selected information into one final
distillate consisting of an authoritative answer; this
behavior is very similar to what people currently do
when they compile a FAQ. Another sample distillate is
temporally based; items in it vanish after a short period
of time. Technical hotlines often have runs of questions,
and this distillate solves the problem of communicating
the temporarily needed answers.

user's collective
memory
application

news or
other robot

chat
   server

listener
agent

filter

chat client
(another
user's client)

activity monitor or
statistics server

Fig. 2. CafeCK application architecture (sample)
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Co-Refinery users specify distillate types by pick-
ing a 

 

catalyst

 

 to generate the appropriate rough distil-
late. A catalyst is a Tcl script that fits the combination of
criteria supplied by the user. Catalysts extend the range
of distillate types currently supported by Co-Refinery,
since new catalysts can be added simply to the system. 

Fig. 3 shows the results of refining, and can be con-
sidered as a snapshot of an iterative process. In Fig. 3,
the leaves are raw information, perhaps Usenet or e-mail
messages. The small document icons to the left of the
outline represent a distillate. Authors and editors have
created distillates for five of the threads, winnowing the
material into answers for frequently-asked questions.
One of these answers is shown in Fig. 4. (This is the
heart of the AG2 application, below.) After being fin-
ished, some distillates can then take the place of the raw
material in the archive. Note that some of these distil-
lates could be intermediate; i.e., not shown to the public
because they are under construction. Additionally, all
distillates can be iteratively revised.

As mentioned, we assume that users move fluidly
among these activities. We also assume that the refining
is done iteratively and incrementally. Indeed, refining is
not a complete solution to authoring. There will always
be effort required to compose explanations of complex
technologies and tasks. Refining reduces the overhead
for that task, and simultaneously reduces information
overload. 

As well, we do not believe that all materials will be
refined. It does not make sense in all cases to move data
through information to organizational knowledge. For
example, information that has a short-shelf life will not
be refined, especially if the information also has a high
throughput velocity. The cost would be prohibitive.
Therefore, we have attempted to define some distillates
that are suitable for temporally limited information.
These distillates do not boil down the material, but they
do make finding and retrieving the material easier.

In summary, we developed Co-Refinery to enable
groups of people to collaborate in jointly or individually
building answers and information repositories over time.

Fig. 3. Co-Refinery screen with raw information nodes and distillates.
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The system allows groups of users to interact in creating
shared information artifacts and a common information
space. Co-Refinery represents an alternative to many
current attempts to completely automate the refining
process, although the architecture allows automation
mechanisms to be included. If collective memories are
to include informal information (especially from email,
chat, and bulletin board systems), it is critical to provide
mechanisms for this distilling process. Otherwise the
sheer volume of informal information obtained and
stored will prevent people from later effectively using
this stored information.

 

Co-Refinery architecture

 

Co-Refinery components include objects for managing a
collection archive of materials, constructing and main-
taining a database of relationships for those materials,
and generating a suitable presentation. Co-Refinery is
implemented in C++, and the Web portion relies upon
HTML 3.0 and Netscape HTML extensions.

Fig. 5 shows an overview of the Co-Refinery archi-
tecture and how its components interact. Within
Co-Refinery, a collection is stored in two parts. The

archive includes all of the items within a collection, cur-
rently stored as individual items in the file system.
These items could include email, news, topic descrip-
tions, distillates, or any other type of representable item.
There are no logical restrictions on the types of items
that can be placed in the archive. However, some types
(e.g. audio, video) require additional meta-data to be
effectively manipulated, distilled, and presented. Col-
laborative Refinery currently includes a sample Usenet
news archiver. 

Co-Refinery’s database contains abstracted infor-
mation about each of the content items in the archive.
The database also contains information about the rela-
tions among the archive items. The sample Usenet
archiver also creates the appropriate database changes. 

Collaborative Refinery’s architecture separates an
intermediate representation from the final presentation.
This allowed us to construct a presentation backend that
could be modified to support other presentation schema
such as text-only, Notes’ text format, or a markup. Out-
put from Co-Refinery’s presentation generator is cur-
rently HTML, files, or e-mail.

Fig. 4. A Co-Refinery distillate.
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To test the usefulness of these support facilities for con-
structing informal information and collective memory,
we constructed a prototype application to provide help
to distributed users and customers. As previously men-
tioned, distributed help is an important problem for
many users: it helps them remain on task at critical
times. Any community, institution, or organization of
any size often has a problem with answering questions
in a timely manner. Yet, solving problems and complet-
ing tasks are often dependent on obtaining timely
answers to specific questions.

What we would like is a surrogate for the friendly
local expert or the hallway talk that people use to find
customized help. Instead, we seek a system solution that
reduces the cost of providing help, while at the same
time provides better help than existing systems. To help
users, we would like to have a system to narrowcast a
question to the collectivity’s experts or other users of the
product. Such a solution must avoid the broadcast prob-
lem of flooding a community or organization with thou-
sands of questions. To reduce the community’s or
organization’s cost, we would like to allow users to eas-
ily browse through an information database (such as one
built from frequently-asked questions, or FAQs, formed
by the interaction of experts and users) and to have users
easily help one another. These requirements form the
basis of our system, Answer Garden 2.

Previous work, a system called Answer Garden
reported in [6] and [7], allowed organizations to develop
databases of commonly asked questions that grow
“organically” as new questions arise and are answered.
Answer Garden 2 (AG2) continues this work. It is a sec-
ond-generation application for the same collective mem-
ory problem, investigating some of the issues
encountered in field studies of the original system. A
new architecture, enabled by the two systems described
above, provides a customizable and adaptable set of
software components that allow a variety of organiza-
tional and informational configurations. Furthermore, it
offers a generalized solution to the problem of finding
help for any information system.

 

Answer Garden

 

Before discussing AG2, and our subsequent investiga-
tions, it will be useful to briefly describe Answer Gar-
den. This application still plays an important part in our
current work.

Answer Garden supports organizational memory in
two ways: by making recorded knowledge retrievable
and by making individuals with knowledge accessible.
In the standard configuration of Answer Garden, users
seek answers to commonly asked questions through a
set of diagnostic questions or other information retrieval
mechanisms. Figs. 3 and 4 above showed Answer Gar-
den reimplemented in the World Wide Web. (Other,
third-party versions exist in the Web [8] and in Lotus
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Fig. 5. A Co-Refinery architecture.
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Notes.) Diagnostic questions guide the user through
Web pages. Alternatively, the user may use a number of
other information retrieval mechanisms to find the pages
that may contain the answer.

If the user cannot find an answer or the answer is
incomplete, the user may ask the question through the
system. (This is the result of the user pressing the “I’m
Unhappy” link in Fig. 4.) In the original Answer Gar-
den, the system would then route the question to an
appropriate human expert. This has been changed in
Answer Garden 2 as will be discussed below. 

In the original Answer Garden, the expert would
then answer the user through electronic mail. If the
question was a common one, the expert could insert the
question and its answer back into the information data-
base. Thus, users were not limited to the information in
the system; if the information was not present, they
could tap the organization’s experts. As a result, the
organization would gain a corpus of information, an
organizational memory. Users could obtain expert
advice without a high organizational cost. Other inter-
esting properties of the system are discussed in [7].

Field studies of Answer Garden’s use ([7], [9])
uncovered a number of issues. While the system was

held to have worked, two issues were uncovered that are
critical to the success of similar memory or help sys-
tems:

 

•

 

Tying the social network into the system in a more
natural manner. Answer Garden’s dichotomy
between experts and users was problematic. While
there was nothing in the underlying technology to
force this dichotomy, it was a simplifying assump-
tion in the field study to have separate user and
expert groups. Real collectivities do not function
this way. Most people range in their expertise
among many different skills and fields of knowl-
edge. People can know things about systems and
their tasks, even though they may not be able to
answer specific questions. We would like to allow
everyone to contribute as they can, promoting both
individual and collective learning.

However, mechanisms to allow each person to
contribute must not overwhelm the other people
who use the system. For example, broadcasting
each question to every person in an organization or
community will fail. AG2 offers several mecha-
nisms to ameliorate the overload problem while
allowing and providing for a range of expertise.

Fig. 6. Answer Garden functionality in the Web.
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•

 

Providing for the contextualization of answers, thus
providing for the user’s understanding of an answer.
In the Answer Garden field study, most users either
did not need contextualized information or were
able to contextualize it themselves. However, a sig-
nificant portion of the participants did need more
context. 

For a user, the answer to a question may be
present in the documentation. However, he may
lack the required expertise to infer an answer or to
even use an explicit answer without additional situ-
ational information. 

Providing the proper context is, unfortunately,
difficult. We will return below to one way of poten-
tially providing this context at low cost. Our mecha-
nism also ameliorates the problem of providing
answers at the right level and length of explanation. 

 

•

 

Easing the authoring burden. To obtain answers, the
cost of authoring must be minimized. Furthermore,
authoring answers, as an individual activity, pro-
mulgates the distinction between experts and every-
one else. Composing content for answers takes as
long as any writing takes, but we may be able to
ease the mechanics of the process.

One might expect these issues to become increas-
ingly problematic as the information becomes non-tech-
nical or the users become less sophisticated in the
domain. For example, only astrophysicists can under-
stand the scientific analysis tasks that create their ques-
tions about software systems. Astrophysicists will vary
in their computer expertise, but few wish to spend time
inferring the answer from substantial system documen-

tation before continuing with their analysis tasks. And,
the programmers who must currently compose the
answers may not even understand the domain or its
tasks.

Additionally, the field studies uncovered a number
of technical issues, such as the need to use varying
“front-end” systems such as the Web or Notes, to con-
sider additional methods of finding experts, and to find
better ways of maintaining the information database.
These technical issues and the above social issues led us
to reconsider the architectural design.

 

Answer Garden 2 (AG2)

 

Using CafeCK and Co-Refinery, AG2 consists of a sec-
ond-generation architecture for organizational memory
and collaborative help support. 

These two components are used together as in
Fig. 7. Raw information comes into the collection
archive through CafeCK processes (such as News fil-
ters), by being explicitly sent to the archive through e-
mail, or through filtering agents. It may be partially pro-
cessed, and then is moved into the information database.
At snap-shots or upon explicit queries (depending on a
site’s tailoring of AG2), the materials are built into Web
pages, Notes documents, or flat files. In turn, the AG2
Web or Notes clients can send mail to CafeCK back-end
processes that then handle the details of obtaining help.
These CafeCK help processes will be described next.

There are several advantages to this architecture.
First, the design cleanly separates the front-end of

"raw" information
input (partially
Cafe CK)

information
database

Collaborative Refinery

generator for
"front-end"
client

Web client
and pages

Cafe CK collaborative
help "back-end"

Fig. 7. Answer Garden 2 (AG2) architecture.
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Answer Garden (i.e., the user client) from back-end
needs. More importantly, it also decomposes the Answer
Garden functionality into a set of distributed software
services. This provides a high level of organizational
flexibility; the services can be mixed and matched in
order to provide additional flexibility. For example, by
attaching an anonymity service, users of the system can
send their questions anonymously. By attaching an ano-
nymity service at another point in the distributed archi-
tecture, the experts answering the questions can also be
anonymous. Or by not having an anonymity service at
all, all users and experts can be known to one another.

Finally, the change in architecture makes much of
the help functionality possible from any information
system. This work, then, is generalizable to any infor-
mation system. 

 

The problem as a duality

 

AG2’s “back end” can be viewed either as a collective
memory system or as a distributed help system. Each of
these views is the dual of the other.

 

2

 

  By considering the
“back-end” organizational memory problem in terms of
its dual, collaborative help, we believe we have found
mechanisms for reducing the context problem.

Above, it was noted that an open research issue was
how to alleviate the users’ need for contextualized infor-
mation in solving their problems and finishing their
tasks. Using collaborative help in a controlled manner
can ameliorate this issue. Collaborative help functional-
ity also provides help to users at their own explanation
level and potentially with iterative diagnosis. 

 

Staying local

 

Providing help from other people -- such as colleagues
on the same hall or other group members -- allows peo-
ple to seek help first from the people most likely to
know the local context. Colleagues can judge a person’s
abilities, expertise, and situation, and can try to provide
suitable information to solve the person’s problem.
Local participants are also more likely to provide infor-
mation, since personal social ties are key motivators in
providing assistance [10, 11]. 

Always asking one’s colleagues is, however, prob-
lematic. First, it is still costly to ask other people. AG2’s
repository of previously asked questions and frequently
required information, however, attempts to reduce that
problem. More importantly, one’s colleagues may not
know the answer. While staying local is important, it can

also be organizationally dysfunctional [12] when there
is no local expert available. In these situations, a means
for escalating answers past the local group is required.

 

Graceful escalation

 

Using the facilities of CafeCK, we were able to simply
construct an escalation agent for questions in AG2. This
component allows the user to decide what to do if the
question is not answered. It allows the user to consider
whether to get answers from chat systems, bulletin
boards, software agents, or other people. 

The typical way that we envision the system being
used is to gracefully escalate the help request until it can
be answered. Because the escalation agent is a CafeCK
process, the escalation can be quite flexible. The agent is
currently programmed to follow organizational rules on
the order of escalation, although this is under user con-
trol. It would be a simple matter to change this to pro-
vide different organizational rules, complete user
control, or even heuristics (such as avoiding the chat
facility when no other users are logged into their
machines). No doubt other mechanisms could be found;
this is a potential research question.

In our prototype, the user poses a question through
his application. In Fig. 8, the user client is an AG2 front-
end, but it can be any application that has asynchronous
or synchronous communication capabilities. The appli-
cation merely connects to a CafeCK process through,
for example, e-mail. This CafeCK process, the escala-
tion agent, is semi-autonomous, since it can be triggered
either by the user or automatically. 

 As an example, imagine the following scenario.
(Note that the underlying components for AG2 provide
an enormous flexibility, so users’ actual practices can
vary widely from this.) A user, Fred, has a question
about his data analysis package, and he would like to
know how to correctly massage his data. He first looks
through the existing questions and answers, either in a
stand-alone AG2 information database or in an AG2
component of his data analysis application. Assuming
that the answer is not there, or that he does not under-
stand how to apply the information that is there, he com-
poses a question and mails it off through his Web
browser. 

Instead of the question going to an expert, as it
would have in the original Answer Garden, the question
goes to his escalation agent. This is, of course, invisible
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to Fred. The question is first sent to a synchronous chat
system (Fig. 8a). We envision the chat system being set
up with channels or subchannels for each work group,
hallway, or other social grouping. If someone on the
chat system can answer Fred’s question, and is inclined
to do so, Fred gets his answer immediately. As men-
tioned above, nearby colleagues (as measured by geo-
graphical, social, or intellectual distance) are most likely
to answer his question with the correct and sufficient
context.

In our prototype, after 5 minutes, the system pops
up a window on the screen. In our scenario, the dialog
box asks Fred whether he got an answer to his question,
and if not, whether he would like to continue (Fig. 9). If
Fred says to continue, the system routes the question to
a NetNews (Usenet) bulletin board. (It is also conceiv-
able that it would route it to a chat channel with a wider
distribution, but the point is the same.) After another

period of time, perhaps 24 hours, the agent again pops
up a window on Fred’s screen, asking whether he has
received an answer. The process continues, perhaps
routing the question to an expertise engine to find a suit-
able human expert, to a help desk (Fig. 8b), or to agents
that search for information on the Web or in proprietary
information sources (such as Dialog or Nexus). One can
even imagine agents that hire outside consultants if the
need is great enough.

In this manner, Fred or any other user is more
assured of receiving a usable answer. Staying local low-
ers the cost, since organizational-level experts need not
be used immediately; increases the chance of getting an
answer, since colleagues may be more motivated to
answer; and is more likely to provide context, since col-
leagues know the local situation. To be sure, this
approach is not a panacea. While it does help provide
the proper amount of contextual information to make the
answer meaningful, and while there is a greater likeli-
hood that the answer will be at the right explanation
level and length, there are difficult issues surrounding
the social organization of channel groupings and the
like. Colleagues’ time is hardly free. 

Nonetheless, staying local (but thinking global)
does allow group members to help one another, while
preserving the capability to ask larger groups as well as
experts. Furthermore, the dichotomy between experts
and users is largely broken down. 

WebAG2

client
escalation

agent

chat

users

WebAG2

client escalation

agent
QA

tracker
help

desk

(a) The user’s first attempt to get an answer goes to a chat channel.

Fig. 8. Two possible escalations for a question.

(b) The user’s jth attempt to get an answer gets escalated to a help desk.

At 10:37 am on 3/19/96 (today) you asked:

>>Subject: Can I add a Web page to somone else's site?

Escalation agent

I got an answer Forward to the help bboard

Fig. 9. The escalation agent.
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Use of underlying systems

 

AG2 requires a number of services. These are supported
by the underlying CafeCK and Co-Refinery systems. In
addition to the basic communication services (chat, Net-
News, e-mail) and the escalation agent, AG2 requires
services to find experts, to provide basic statistical ser-
vices, to make users anonymous, and to track users’
questions. The capability to find a suitable expert is
required, and AG2 currently uses a rudimentary rule-
based finding mechanism in CafeCK. This is clearly a
bottleneck for real use, but other researchers are devel-
oping better mechanisms for handling this problem
(e.g., [13]). The anonymity service allows users to ask
questions anonymously. Organizations or communities
might not want this service, in which case the service is
merely omitted. The statistics service notes which com-
munication mechanisms are used and also tracks the use
of pre-existing answers. In a production system, users’
questions should be tracked; otherwise, questions can
slip away. 

The design of CafeCK allows these components to
be mixed and matched in a building block manner. Dif-
ferent organizational arrangements can be created
through the architecture of the software components.
Furthermore, each service can be tailored through its
internal Tcl programs. 

Services from the Co-Refinery system are also cen-
tral to the AG2 application. Co-Refinery enables support
for building information repositories of commonly
requested answers and other information. If this is to be
accomplished, low overhead is required for organiza-
tional or community members. 

The original Answer Garden design assumed that
building such a memory repository would occur through
the everyday interaction of users asking questions and
experts providing answers. However, authoring was still
a significant task. The effort of writing explanations and
formulating answers cannot be minimized. Nonetheless,
Co-Refinery provides the additional mechanisms for
refining answers from very raw information sources as
well as removing unnecessary context. By using the Co-
Refinery collecting, culling, organizing, and distilling
facilities, people can find new ways of providing
answers. By supporting collaborative activity, AG2 can
further reduce the separation between users and experts,
allowing for additional organizational learning. In sum-
mary, Co-Refinery and CafeCK provide AG2 with new

mechanisms for authoring and editing large amounts of
information.

 

Related Systems

 

CafeCK bears a similarity to message-bus architectures
(e.g., [14]), although these earlier systems lacked the
range of services built into CafeCK. They tended to con-
centrate primarily on the event handling and message
routing aspects of CafeCK. CafeCK is also similar to a
range of virtual reality systems. For example, Worlds
[15] also permits flexible addition of services and mes-
sage-passing. However, these systems do not emphasis
collective memory functionality, graceful escalation,
augmenting the social network, or finding expertise.
Finally, some functionality within CafeCK is also close
at this point to three production systems, Microsoft
Exchange, Lotus Notes, and some of the functionality in
Java JDK 1.2. CafeCK differs from Exchange in being
object-oriented and heavily extensible and from Notes
in having a truly distributed architecture. Notes is, in
general, much closer to a standard client-server model.
The 1.2 release of JDK contains objects for mail han-
dling as well as other objects that could be extended for
computer-mediated communication facilities, and future
versions of CafeCK may use these JDK objects. None of
these systems have both the range and the flexibility of
CafeCK.

Co-Refinery’s goals overlap with two research
streams, collaborative authoring and shared workspaces.
Quite a range of systems cover collaborative authoring
in the Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
and the Hypertext communities, but in general, Co-
Refinery implements a different form of collaborative
authoring than that previously examined. Collaborative
Refinery implements an authoring that is more like
abstracting or digesting: In addition to the creation of
text, Co-Refinery concentrates on the management of
sources and collections and the distilling or digesting of
those sources. Many of the previous collaborative
authoring tools and systems focus on the creation of new
text. For example, GROVE [16], Prep [17], Quilt [18],
and ShrEdit [19] focus on geographically close, syn-
chronous collaborations to create shared documents.
This is also true for asynchronous authoring systems,
such as MESSIE [20], Møljner [21], and PrepNet [22].
However, they share with Collaborative Refinery a focus
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on distribution, although they used older protocols than
http. Co-Refinery does lack SEPIA’s [23] emphasis on
smooth transitions between loosely coupled asynchro-
nous editing and tightly coupled synchronous editing,
and this would be a great asset for the editing of distil-
lates.

The Co-Refinery also presents a shared workspace
through the Web. However, as far as we know, Co-Refin-
ery is the only shared workspace system that allows
meta-data, content structuring, and the content itself to
be modified through the shared space. Moreover, no
other shared workspace system has the same range of
support for the distilling process. For example, BSCW
[24] and Contact [25] maintain form-based meta-data
about the status of a collaborative artifact. Both, how-
ever, support only a web-based representation of an edit-
ing project, but do not specifically support the editing of
the writing artifact as well. In Contact and BSCW a co-
author would use the shared workspace to get a desired
draft of some writing and then use some other system to
edit the draft. GAB [26] projects a browsable hierarchy;
however, it does not support the manipulation and modi-
fication of the shared space. None of these systems have
the fluidity of the Co-Refinery authoring process, nor do
any have any support for distilling. 

Finally, AG2 is clearly related to a number of HCI
systems. Help systems in general have been extensively
studied in the HCI literature (e.g., [27], [28], [29]).
However, while collaborative help is a widely used orga-
nizational and social mechanism, it has not been prop-
erly considered within the literature. (But see [30], [31],
and [32] for notable exceptions to this.) Sproull and
Kiesler [30] demonstrate the utility of asynchronous
communication mechanisms for providing help within
organizations. Our previous work [33] indicated the util-
ity of synchronous chat systems, like Zephyr [34], for
help. To our knowledge, no other system has escalation
agents or the same range of help services.

There are a number of related CSCW systems that
attempt to deal with collaborative information handling.
Closest to AG2 are Grassroots [35], Community Mem-
ory [36], Spider [37], Designer Assistant (Living
Design) [38], Group Memories [39], and BSCW [24].
Grassroots has different mechanisms for collecting,
culling, and organizing information. These mechanisms
are complimentary to those in AG2. However, Grass-

roots is lacking distilling features, since sharing the
original documents is the major thrust of the work.
Community Memory, like AG2, attempts to build a col-
laborative information space, but it also lacks explicit
support for refining answers or obtaining help. Spider
argues for collaborative sense-making and discussion.
We have adopted its general philosophy, but its major
technical thrust is not on the help problem. Designer
Assistant, similarly, provides for iterative information
gathering and sense-making, but its major thrust is on
design rationale. BSCW provides an alternative shared
workspace environment, but as mentioned above, it
lacks support for the refining activities in AG2. None of
these systems, as far as we know, have collaborative
help facilities.

 

Summary

 

Returning to a user-centered perspective, at times a user
needs access to the right information to solve his ques-
tions. The user’s problem, however, can be considered
as need to augment the collective memory in such a way
that it benefits the user as well as all of the social collec-
tivities of which he is a part. The utility in examining
help and collective memory together is noting the role of
informal information in obtaining a dynamic and useful
memory. In this view, a collective memory can not only
be reconfigured as need be for the problems-at-hand, it
can also successfully store the everyday knowledge of
the organization or community.

This paper has examined some technical mecha-
nisms for augmenting the use of informal information in
the collective memory accordingly. We have tried to
show that 

 

graceful escalation

 

 and 

 

collaborative refining

 

techniques can be of benefit in using informal informa-
tion. These techniques can ameliorate, respectively, the
context and authoring issues. 

We also described two CSCW systems, the Cafe
Construction Kit and the Collaborative Refinery, that
provide services to support informal information collec-
tion, refining, and routing. We tested the utility of these
two underlying systems by constructing an application,
Answer Garden 2, which used graceful escalation and
collaborative refining services.  
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Notes

 

1. We will use the term 

 

collective memory

 

 to denote the
common attributes of organizational, institutional, and
community memory. The term has a related, but slightly
different meaning in the historiographical and critical lit-
eratures, but there is no better term to denote memory in a
range of collectivities.

2. In the language of linear programming, two 

 

dual

 

 forms
exist for each particular problem. Both forms are valid,
and users are free to solve the form that provides them
with the most analytical tractability.
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